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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE.
The support packages we offer assist Care Providers, whatever the urgency
of their needs. Bright Secure Future management and staff have enormous
experience in this area and we are mindful of the impact that a change of
placement can have on a young person.

ABOUT US
Bright Secure Future provides accommodation and support for young people between the
ages of 16 to 25 years of age. Many of the people we assist are in the process of leaving the care
system but not yet ready to live independently within the community.
We offer holistic packages of support to young vulnerable people during the transitional
stages of their early adult lives that will help prepare them to live a normal healthy life with a
bright and prosperous future.

OUR
CORE
VALUES

Bright Secure Future is committed to promoting equal opportunities to
ensure that there is equality in access for each individual regardless of
their race, culture, disability, sexual orientation or religion.

We operate a young person centric
approach to ensure a smooth and
positive transition

We recognise the importance of
early intervention and tackling
youth mental health matters

Individuals can move into starter
flats for young people to live
independently

Dedicated support is provided by
a BSF Case Worker who remains
in regular contact with placement
providers

We offer emergency out-of-hours
referral placement where there is an
emergency bed available
Our services include supporting
young people with independent
living skills, being involved with the
local community and behavioural
change through tailor education
support services

Our approach to working with
young people has proven to give
excellent results in changing their
lives
When young people arrive they
are given extensive support to not
only settle and feel at home but to
find new ways to gain motivation,
direction and goals

WHAT WE PROVIDE.

We recognise the variety of needs presented by young people
accommodated with us. We also recognise that young people will make
better progress when they are placed in environments that cater for
their specific needs.
Young people have the right to be treated with respect, to be asked
their views, to be listened to and to be involved in decisions about
their future plans. In addition, young people have the right not to be
discriminated against or bullied, and have the responsibility not to
discriminate against or bully others.
To promote a culture of Anti-Bullying of young people by providing
information about how to make a complaint and get assistance from
staff members. All complaints are treated seriously without exception.
Initially we resolve complaints informally by working with the young
person on a day-to-day basis. In exceptional cases where complaints
are not resolved informally, the young person is supported in accessing
the formal complaints procedure.

RESPONSIVE
SUPPORT

SUITABLE
LIVING

SECURE
ENVIRONMENT

We offer a range of supported
placements with up-to 24 hour
onsite care, to placements with
different levels of day / night time
support to young people within
independent accommodation.

Young people leaving care need
somewhere safe and suitable to
live to help them make a positive
transition into adulthood. Good
housing underpins success in other
areas of life.

We believe that young people
should only live in quality
environments, which are both
homely and therapeutic in nature
and representative of family
homes, using holistic bespoke
packages of support.

WE APPRECIATE THE FLEXIBILITY AND RESPONSIVENESS
THAT LOCAL AUTHORITIES NEED WHEN IT COMES
TO PLACING YOUNG PEOPLE IN SEMI-INDEPENDENT
SUPPORTED LIVING ACCOMMODATION.
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HERE TO TRANSFORM LIVES.

SERVICES
BRIGHT SECURE FUTURE SERVICES FOCUS
ON ENHANCING THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF
YOUNG PEOPLE
Bright Secure Future provides supported living, outreach support and 24 hour provision for
young people between the ages of 16 to 25, many of the people we assist are in the process of
leaving the care system. But are not yet ready to live independently within the community, we
offer holistic packages of support to young people during this transitional stage.

OUR CORE SERVICES.

EDUCATION INDEPENDENCE
WORK EXPERIENCE

SAFEGUARDING

BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT

We encourage each young
individual to aspire to build a
better future and to engage in
education and independent
training by offering financial
incentives when they progress
and excel in such areas.

We have full safeguarding
policies in place and is
implemented into daily
practice. We are accustomed
to working with young
people that present a risk to
themselves for a variety of
reasons.

On admission to Bright Secure
Future, young people will sign
terms of residence documents
as well as a behaviour
contract. House rules are
given and the consequences
of failing to adhere to them.

PLANNING &
REVIEWING

MOTIVATION &
ENGAGEMENT

EMOTIONAL &
MENTAL HEALTH

The in-depth assessment
completed at the preadmission stage allows us to
plan a package of support that
is “needs led” and manages
risk.

One of the key barriers that
effects young people is failure
to accomplish their goals.
We have a house incentive
scheme where young people
can earn money daily or
weekly.

Many young people come to
us diagnosed with mental
health conditions or issues
relating to poor emotional
coping strategies so we are
well accustomed with dealing
with such behavioural issues.

PHYSICAL
WELLBEING

SUBSTANCE MISUSE
& SMOKING

All young residents are
registered with the local
dentist and GP within the
first 5 days of placement.
We have nurses that visit our
accommodations on a weekly
basis to undertake health
assessments.

No smoking is permitted in
any of our accommodations;
where there is evidence of
smoking the individual will
lose their incentives.

DEDICATED TO PROVIDING YOUNG PEOPLE WITH
A POSITIVE EXPERIENCE.

YOUTH ACCOMMODATION
SUPPORT
SERVICE USERS

SUPPORTED
ACCOMMODATION

SUPPORT
PACKAGES

Bright Secure Future specialise in
providing high quality supported
accommodation to leaving care,
looked after, semi-independent
and unaccompanied asylum
seeking young people aged 16+.
We operate a young person centric
approach which ensures their
transition in to early adult life is
smooth.

We offer a variety of first-class
properties in Warwickshire, West
Midlands, Northamptonshire
& Lancashire that houses one,
two, three or four bedroom
properties all solo, depending on
the young persons needs. All our
accommodation are staffed up to
24 hours a day.

Our bespoke holistic Care Packages
identify young people’s desires,
skills and interests; with the right
training and guidance they learn
the key essentials required in
everyday life to get them ready to
live independently.

We house young people considered vulnerable with
high support needs

STAFFED 24 HOURS A DAY
All our accommodation is staffed 24 hours a day so
our residents feel safe and secure

QUALIFIED CARE STAFF
Experienced, qualified & dedicated care team here to
make young residents feel valued and grow strong

TAILORED PACKAGES
We offer individual bespoke packages to suit
individual needs
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OBJECTIVES.
We have 3 objectives that are essential when working with young people:

HOW WE WORK

ASSIST
Help young people understand their life journey
so far

UNDERSTAND
Help young people understand how their life
experiences has made them who they are today

Bright Secure Future work in collaboration and partnership with young people, their parents or
carers, local authorities and other agencies to provide a co-ordinated and integrated service,
which contributes to the health, welfare and personal development of young people residing
in our supported accommodation. We have a focus on promoting education to improve future
prospects, provide access to therapeutic services and promoting independence. Our staff care
workers take initiatives to ensure that there is equality of opportunity for all young people that
reside with us.

RESTORE
Help repair, restore or improve relationships with
family and key individuals

OUR STAFF ARE HERE TO LISTEN.
All Bright Secure Future staff are well trained in prosocial modelling and are fully equipped in managing
young people that present present severe challenging
behaviours.

Young people have the right to be treated with respect,
for their views to be listened to, to be involved in
decisions about how they are supported and their
future plans.

Staff must ensure that young people are made aware
of their rights and responsibilities and that their rights
are upheld taking into account of their age, level of
understanding and capacity to exercise their rights.

Young people have the right to privacy, proper
healthcare, education, recreational activities and
personal space to rest and reflect. Positive activities
and opportunities are provided and implemented into
the daily routine of each young individual during the
time they reside with us.

Young people are encouraged to give consideration to
the effects of their actions that not only effects them
personally but to other people.
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ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS/RISK.
When a referral is received by Bright Secure Future the following list is taken into
consideration:
Assessment of Locality Report

REFERRALS

Assessment of Risk of harm towards
others
Assessment of Vulnerability
Assessment of Emotional Coping
Strategies
Assessment of Educational Needs

EMERGENCY RESIDENTIAL CARE
REFERRALS
If you require an emergency placement, we provide a fast responsive service to Local Authorities across the country
who require immediate placements for young people for any period of time. Our accommodation is supported by our
care staff and is fully furnished ready for any young person.

Assessment of Independent Living
Skills to be developed
Assessment of young persons
ability to mix with current group

After assessments are conducted a
decision is made with regards to our
ability to accept the referral. We do
however welcome the opportunity to
meet with the young person face-toface to conduct these assessments by
completing an in depth review. This
allows us to get to know the young
persons and assess our ability to support
them.
Young people are encouraged to slowly
take responsibility for their lives and
build on their living skills. Where there
is moderate learning difficulty or
behavioural issues with the young person
we work with other supporting agencies
to address their behaviour and help with
emotional coping strategies.

WHAT WE PROVIDE.
REFERRALS
AND
ADMISSIONS
PROCEDURE

Young people can be referred to us via email by completing the online
form on our website or by sending us a direct email to referrals@
brightsecurefuture.com. You will also need to send us risk assessment
information details pertaining to the the risk level of the young person
to be referred.
The referral form must be completed to ensure the right package of
support is put in place. The young person will be offered a phased
transition where there is an opportunity for a planned move with a one
night stay before they can join us on a permanent basis.
There will be be occasions where an emergency is referred to us. In
this situation, it is recommended that the young person joins us on
our emergency or intensive package for 28 days until they are offered
additional support and settled within this period.
For an urgent referral you can either call our head office during
business working days between 9.00 am and 5.00 pm on 0247666507 or call a 24 hour manned mobile helpline on 07379 305531.

BESPOKE
SUPPORT

EMERGENCY
REFERRAL

MEETING
NEEDS

We assist young people using
holistic bespoke packages of
support so they can engage in
activities that will prepare them to
live independently

Our accommodation offers a
variety of first-class properties that
includes one, two, three bedroom
houses; each room available as
single occupancy depending on the
young persons needs

We focus on meeting the needs
of all referral placements;
unaccompanied asylum seeking;
leaving care and urgent emergency
accommodation for 16+
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SAFEGUARDING & WELFARE.
Below are key sections taken from the legislation pertaining to the standards of
Working Together to Safeguard Children 2010 section:

CHILD
PROTECTION
THE PROTECTION OF CHILDREN ACT (POCA) 1999
As a childcare organisation, Bright Secure Future fully adheres to the legislation of POCA.
POCA came into legislation in October 1999 to provide a list of names of individuals who are
considered unsuitable to work with children. All regulated childcare organisation such as
ourselves (and all organisations such as sporting clubs) are required to refer names to the
Secretary of State for possible inclusion on the POCA list.
All childcare organisations are obliged to check names of prospective employees against the
POCA list through the Criminal Investigation Bureau. Any individual included on the POCA list
will be therefore ineligible for employment.

WORKING TOGETHER TO SAFEGUARD CHILDREN, 2010
The following information are government legislated guidelines for all childcare agencies
that advises on how all professionals should co-operate to promote children’s welfare thus
protecting them from abuse and neglect. It is addressed to all individuals in the health and
education services who are likely to come into contact with children and is relevant to all
those working in the statutory, voluntary and independent sectors.

Mechanisms to identify abuse and
neglect wherever they may occur;
Work to increase understanding of
safeguarding children issues in the
professional and wider community,
promoting that message that
safeguarding is everybody’s
responsibility
Work to ensure that organisations
working or in contact with children
operate recruitment and human
resources practices that take into
account of the need to safeguard
and promote the welfare of children
Monitoring the effectiveness of
organisations implementation of
their duties under section 11 of the
Children Act 2004

Ensuring children know who
they can contact when they have
concerns about their own or other’s
safety and welfare
Ensuring that adults (including
those who are harming children)
know who they can contact if they
can contact if they have a concern
about a child or a young person
Work to prevent accidents and
other injuries and, where possible,
deaths
Work to prevent and respond
effectively to bullying. A guide to
inter-agency working to safeguard
and promote the welfare of children
89
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TESTIMONIALS
At Bright Secure Future what matters the most is that the young people that reside with us
receive the best care and attention - whether they are care leavers, suffering from mental
health or behavioural problems or those suffering from drug dependencies. Here are some
of the testimonials writtern by our residents which we have left as anonymous for data
protection reasons:

THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING YOU HAVE DONE FOR
ME EVEN THOUGH IT HAS BEEN A VERY STRESSFUL
EXPERIENCE WITH ALL MY TANTRUMS BUT THANKS FOR
PUTTING UP WITH ME.
STEPH, YOU ARE ONE TRULY AMAZING PERSON. YOU ARE
THE PERSON THAT HAS ALWAYS STUCK TO YOUR WORD AND
YOU HAVE STUCK BY ME THROUGH EVERYTHING.
I AM A NIGHTMARE – NO ONE HAS EVER BELIEVED IN ME
BUT BSF DO AND YOU HAVEN’T GIVEN UP ON ME!

MASSIVE THANK YOU FOR HELPING ME THROUGH SO MUCH
FOR SOME REASON EVEN WHEN I FELT DOWN OR ANXIOUS.
YOU ALWAYS SEEM TO KNOW WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO
MAKE ME LAUGH – I KNOW ITS YOUR JOB BUT BSF ALWAYS
SEEM TO GO ABOVE AND BEYOND.
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